
Peter Jackson a couple of years ago, did an essay called "The Red/Green Sock Trick. Can 
Mathematics Demystify Nature?” he showed that this pairing (see below) of (red,green)sock-tops and 
(red,green)socks couldn't be described in our maths through correlations. Well it is easy to draw, the
places where the sock-tops are and the space (“area”) where the socks are, and the place within that 
space where we have a and b and actionable a and b, on the hypotenuse box, see below. 

Nature's dipoles are +i and -i, or <| and |> as your globe demonstration shows and clearly our 
maths is fallible. 

The point of Peter's most excellent essay is --- what are the the limits of our mathematical intuitions
as regards to our physical experiences and how they relate to geometric thought. 

I tried really really hard to make the basic concepts as simple as possible like when explaining to 
children. For example a number is an area. On a sand pit ask them to draw “a number on the sand”, 
well what would you expect adults to draw as to what children actually draw. That's the exact point 
which  Peter questions. What do you draw with a stick on sand when asked “draw a number on the 
sand, kids” I will give you a couple of mins and remember don't draw on other children's drawings 
– plenty of sand for all you. 

Then you ask the children this question –  “draw numbers”.  See class, you have a number in front 
of you, now draw “numbers”. Concisely that's the point of this essay. Slight difference to what our 
maths addresses (as Peter's essay points out so well) as being fundamental “a number”, what is 
fundamental is “numbers” as a totality. You might have some kids who draw “numbers” as

1) a part of number, or
2) apart from number. 

You do get interesting drawings when you ask adults or children of different ages.

It's these relationships “as physical drawing elements” (i.e. point 1 and point 2) –  is the essay – in a
nutshell . Technically what we are doing is making the invariant ratio “the geometric:algebraic” – a 
diagram with (an area) measure of i².   

You can see Peter's essay really set my mind to thinking. I can solve that and basically I worked it 
out in a couple of days and then forget about it really …  well that is off the point.  
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ab – ba = [a,b] = i2

ab + ba = < a – ib||a + ib>
Hypotenuse is <bra|*ii*|ket> 
or c=i=h, where c=i and i=h are 
combined in one system
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Let c=red & h=green



Peter your kind and very insightful comments on my essays here at fqxi really helped me greatly – 
ta muchly –   Yes “outside the box the big boxes that held the small boxes came in” is your phrase, 
that started my thought chain to this essay, In full your comment was “We do seem to think 
somewhat alike, outside the box the big boxes that held the small boxes came in, and I think you 
may be one of the few with enough imagination and logical understanding to follow the complex 
ontological (and dynamic geometrical) construction in mine. I hope you get a chance to read, score 
and comment on it.”. I did my best. 


